Take the long road back with a Frontier Long Range Fuel Tank.

Features and benefits
• Carry an extra 140 liters of diesel!
• Replaces OEM-sub tank
• Robust, one-piece construction with 8 mm walls
• Easy installation, strap mounting kit included
• Convertible into a TSS ProtecTank®

Now available for the TOYOTA LC200 DIESEL

For further information on this product, visit

www.tssh.com

TSS International official distributor for • Rodgard Runflat Systems • B&G Electronics • TSS Heavy-Duty Wheels • TSS Protectank • Rodgard Securebands • MOV'IT Security Brake Systems • Hutchinson Runflat Systems • Téléflow CTIS
Go that extra mile and more... with the 185 litre Frontier fuel tank.

Fuel can be a critical asset to your mission. The Frontier Fuel tank prevents your Diesel from running out before your trip is over.

Hostile environments are never a good place to stop for refuelling. Now you can expand your armoured Toyota LC200’s diesel by 140 liters! The 185 liter range extender replaces the 45 liter standard sub-tank. The specifically blended Crosslink Polymer construction is up to 8mm thick and made from one piece, making it extremely durable and impact resistant. The fuel tank is supplied with quality hardware, fixtures and fittings allowing for an easy installation.

**Filler Neck:** Each Frontier tank is fitted with a fully machined filler neck milled from aluminium billet, allowing for fast and easy fuel delivery.

**Pump Plate:** Each tank uses a vehicle specific sender plate, which provides a positive sealing surface to the tank. CNC machined from 10 mm thick steel, the plate is zinc coated for resistance against corrosion.

**Strap Mounting Kit:** Providing a unique mounting solution for a complex installation, the strap mounting system is relatively easy to install. The rubber coated steel mounting straps have been designed to meet the extra load requirements and attach to the vehicle chassis. These straps keep the tank secure, provide a non-rigid mounting system which accommodates slight movement.

Avoid the danger of fire and explosion with a TSS ProtecTank conversion. Convert your existing fuel tank into a TSS ProtecTank®, protected against fire, explosion and leakage. For more information, please go to [www.protectank.com](http://www.protectank.com)

Note: Spare wheel needs to be moved when fitting the Frontier fuel tank. TSS can supply an optional bracket for the rear of the vehicle (not compatible with ‘barn-door’ LC200’s).
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